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1. INTRODUCTION
Sorting is a key building block for big data applications
which require massive memory capacity to conduct fast and
scalable analyses. Although future computing architectures
are expected to drop memory capacity per core to achieve
efficient available bandwidth due to increasing numbers of
cores and limitations on high-density integration of devices,
emerging alternative NVM (Non-Volatile Memory), which
realizes huge volume and low cost compared to conventional
DRAM at the expense of low throughput and latency, can
relax the memory capacity limitations by aggressively of-
floading bandwidth oblivious operations onto low through-
put devices, while requiring deepening of the memory hier-
archies. This situation is also applied to many-core accel-
erators, such as GPU, which attract attentions due to high
peak computational performance and memory bandwidth,
but require explicit memory management between host and
device. As such, effective abstractions and efficient imple-
mentation techniques for out-of-core algorithms for big data
to overcome the deepening multi-level memory hierarchies
are becoming essential.

2. XTR2SORT
To address the above issues, we propose an instance with a
novel out-of-core sorting acceleration technique, called xt2sort
(extreme external sort), that deals with multi-level mem-
ory hierarchies of GPU, CPU and Flash NVM. Our tech-
nique straightforwardly extends the existing sample-sort-
based out-of-core GPU sorting algorithms [1] [2], which con-
sider 2 level memory hierarchies between CPU and GPU, by
introducing I/O chunking and pipeline-based latency hiding
techniques with asynchronous operations.

The details of xtr2sort, shown in Figure 1, are as follows:
Step1 The input unsorted records are initially located on
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Figure 1: Overview of xtr2sort

Flash NVM as a file; Step2 Divide the input records into c
chunks by considering the capacity of available GPU mem-
ory; Step3 Sort each of the chunks using a GPU-based in-
core sorting algorithm in the pipeline fashion by transferring
chunks between GPU and Flash NVM; Step4 Partition each
of chunks into c buckets using randomly sampled c−1 split-
ters to satisfy the order that values of the records in the kth

bucket are less than the value of the kthsplitter; Step5 Swap
the buckets among the chunks to satisfy the order that val-
ues of the records in the kth chunk are less than the value of
the kth splitter; Step6 Sort each of the chunks again using
a GPU-based in-core sorting algorithm in the pipeline fash-
ion by transferring chunks between GPU and Flash NVM;
Step7 The output sorted records are stored on Flash NVM
as a file.

As for overlapping data transfers between CPU and GPU
with computation on GPU asynchronously, we simply em-
ploy a common technique using cudaMemcpyAsync() and
CUDA kernels via CUDA streams, while allocated page-
locked pinned host memory buffers are required to achieve
efficient data transfers. On the other hand, as for overlap-
ping I/O operations for Flash NVM asynchronously, we use
Linux Asynchronous I/O (libaio), while complicated oper-
ations, such as open with the O DIRECT flag and aligned
file offset, memory buffer, and transfer size, are required. As
shown in Figure 2, in Step3, we can simply employ 5 stage
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Figure 2: Overview of Pipeline-based Approach
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Figure 3: Sorting Throughput

pipelines, since the chunk size can be regularly configured
by considering the alignment size in Step2. On the other
hand, in Step6, the size of chunks depends on the results of
swap in Step5, so that we introduce 7 stage pipelines with
memory copy operations between aligned memory buffers for
libaio and pinned memory buffers for cudaMemcpyAsync()
on CPU.

3. EXPERIMENTS
We compare 5 sorting implementations using uniformly dis-
tributed random records with int64 t: in-core-cpu(n): in-
core CPU sorting with libc++ parallel mode using n threads;
in-core-gpu: in-core GPU sorting with thrust; out-of-
core-cpu(n): out-of-core CPU sorting that employs the
same technique as xtr2sort, but only using CPU with the
same GPU memory size and n threads; out-of-core-gpu:
out-of-core GPU sorting that employs the same technique as
xtr2sort, but only using GPU, no File I/O; and xtr2sort.
We use a machine with CPU: Intel Xeon E5-2699v3 2.30GHz
(18 cores, HT enabled) × 2 sockets; Memory: 128GB of
DDR4-2133; GPU: NVIDIA Tesla K40; and NVM: Huawei
ES 3000v1 PCIeSSD 2.4TB formatted with xfs; running
Linux 3.19.8. We also use gcc 4.4.7, CUDA v7.0, Thrust
v1.8.1. Figure 3 shows the results of sorting throughput.
We see that xtr2sort can sort up to 64 times larger record
size than in-core-gpu and 4 times larger record size than in-
core-cpu. We also show that xtr2sort achieves 2.16 times
faster than out-of-core-cpu using 72 threads, even the input

records cannot fit on CPU and GPU.

4. SUMMARY
We propose a sample-sort-based out-of-core sorting acceler-
ation technique, called xtr2sort. The experimental results
indicate that I/O chunking and latency hiding approach
works really well for GPU and Flash NVM, and a possi-
ble approach for future computing systems with deep mem-
ory hierarchy. As future work, we are planning to conduct
performance modeling and power measurement towards big
data processing with extreme computing techniques.
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